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ABSTRACT  Authentic or naïve embryonic stem cells (ESC) have probably never been derived from

the inner cell mass (ICM) of pig blastocysts, despite over 25 years of effort. Recently, several

groups, including ours, have reported induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) from swine by

reprogramming somatic cells with a combination of four factors, OCT4 (POU5F1)/SOX2/KLF4/c-

MYC delivered by retroviral transduction. The porcine (p) iPSC resembled human (h) ESC and the

mouse "Epiblast stem cells" (EpiSC) in their colony morphology and expression of pluripotent

genes, and are likely dependent on FGF2/ACTIVIN/NODAL signaling, therefore representing a

primed  ESC state. These cells are likely to advance swine as a model in biomedical research, since

grafts could potentially be matched to the animal that donated the cells for re-programming. The

objective of the present work has been to develop naïve piPSC. Employing a combination of seven

reprogramming factors assembled on episomal vectors, we successfully reprogrammed porcine

embryonic fibroblasts on a modified LIF-medium supplemented with two kinase inhibitors;

CHIR99021, which inhibits GSK-3beta, and PD0325901, a MEK inhibitor. The derived piPSC bear a

striking resemblance to naïve mESC in colony morphology, are dependent on LIF to maintain an

undifferentiated phenotype, and express markers consistent with pluripotency. They exhibit high

telomerase activity, a short cell cycle interval, and a normal karyotype, and are able to generate

teratomas. Currently, the competence of these lines for contributing to germ-line chimeras is

being tested.
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Naïve and primed embryonic stem cells

Authentic or "naïve" embryonic stem cells (ESC) (Nichols and
Smith, 2009), the pluripotent stem cell lines derived from the inner
cell mass (ICM) of the embryo, were first established from certain
strains of d 3.5 mouse (m) embryos over 30 years ago (Evans and
Kaufman, 1981; Martin, 1981). Such established mESC lines are
characterized by their dependence on LIF/STAT3 signaling for
maintenance of pluripotency (Hall et al., 2009), the positive
effects of BMP4 for self renewal and resistance to differentiation
(Ying et al., 2003), and tendency to differentiate in response to
activation of the FGF2 and ACTIVIN/TGFB signal transduction
pathways (Li et al., 2009). Naïve ESC are also tolerant to passag-
ing as single cells, show no signs of either senescence over
extended culture doublings and, in female lines, of X chromosome
inactivation. As they are pluripotent, mESC have the ability to
differentiate into cell types representing the three main germ
layers (ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm) both in vitro and in
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vivo, and to give rise to germ-line chimeras and even the whole
animal after being introduced into pre-implantation embryos
(Evans, 2005; Wobus and Boheler, 2005). This latter attribute,
which has allowed genes to be ablated or added (“knock-outs”
and “knock-ins”, respectively) to the genome has helped elevate
the mouse to become the principal mammalian model employed
in biomedical research and may have led to other, physiologically
more relevant models such as pigs (Roberts et al., 2009a) to
become neglected.

Following the initial success with some, but not all strains of
mouse, ESC were also later derived from monkey and human
blastocysts (Thomson et al., 1998; Thomson et al., 1996). Despite
being of ICM origin, these pluripotent lines were clearly dissimilar
to those from the mouse and were characterized by their more
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flattened colony morphology and dependence on FGF2 and TGFB/
ACTIVIN/NODAL signaling rather than on LIF/STAT3 for mainte-
nance of their pluripotency (Dvorak et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2005).
Human ESC rapidly differentiate when exposed to BMP4 (Das et
al., 2007; Xu et al., 2002), and at least a partial inactivation of one
of the X chromosomes occurs in female cell lines even when they
are cultured under conditions that maintain an undifferentiated
state (Silva et al., 2008). In addition, ESC from primates undergo
apoptosis if they are dissociated into single cells for routine sub-
culture and, probably, as a result, have proven difficult to cryopre-
serve efficiently and to transfect. Two other practical consider-
ations relating to the culture and maintenance of hESC (Ezashi et
al., 2005; Westfall et al., 2008) are, first, that they are much more
prone to undergo spontaneous differentiation than their mouse
counterparts, and, second, that they divide more slowly, properties
that together make standard laboratory practice much more de-
manding for the researcher. Finally, human and mouse ESC differ
in their display of cell surface antigens. While, the carbohydrate
antigen SSEA1 is expressed on mESC, it is low or absent on hESC,
and a series of different complex carbohydrate entities, including
SSEA-3 & 4, are displayed on the human cells (Henderson et al.,
2002). Together, these dissimilar properties emphasize that mouse
and primate ESC are in many respects distinct, despite exhibiting
the common feature of pluripotency.

Intriguingly, ESC derived from gastrulation (egg-cylinder) stage
mouse embryos share striking similarities to hESC in terms of their
flattened morphology, lack of dependence on LIF for maintenance,
and susceptibility to trophoblast and germ cell differentiation upon
BMP4 treatment, and have been named "primed" or epiblast stem
cells (EpiSC) to distinguish them from the naïve, ICM-derived ESC
discussed first. Such cells also differ from naïve ESC in their
epigenetic status and lack of competence to form germ-line chime-
ras (Brons et al., 2007; Tesar et al., 2007). Such "primed" ESC
have, therefore, been considered to represent a more advanced
"differentiated" state than that exhibited by the naïve ESC, possibly
as the result of ERK1-mediated perturbations of the ground state
of the latter (Nichols and Smith, 2009). On the other hand, such
primed ESC can be converted to naïve status by genetic manipu-
lation (Hanna et al., 2010) or even by altering culture conditions
(Bao et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2010), underscoring the plasticity of both
stemness states. Accordingly, it is debatable whether hESC, which
are derived from the ICM of human blastocysts, represent a more
differentiated state than mESC, especially as there appear to be
only a few underlying differences between these two cell types and
that these differences are primarily based on how the cells direct
LIF, BMP4, ACTIVIN/NODAL and FGF2 inputs (Greber et al.,
2010). Nevertheless, from a practical perspective, there would
appear to be at least two predominant types of ESC, ones that are
dependent on FGF2 and ACTIVIN/NODAL signaling, (for conve-
nience referred to here as either FGF2-dependent or primed ESC),
and those, whose self-renewal and pluripotent state depends upon
LIF/STAT3 and BMP4 (referred to as LIF-dependent or naïve
ESC).

Pluripotent stem cells from pig

Attempts to derive porcine ESC (pESC) began at least two
decades ago (Notarianni et al., 1991; Notarianni et al., 1990;
Piedrahita et al., 1990), but establishment of well defined naïve

pESC has continued to remain elusive. There have been many
explanations for this failure, but none of them particularly convinc-
ing (Flechon et al., 2004; Telugu et al., 2010). The different culture
requirements of mESC and hESC emphasized that homologous
pig cells might have similarly fastidious requirements and that
direct application of established culture conditions and methodolo-
gies simply might never work (Brevini et al., 2007; Keefer et al.,
2007; Talbot and Blomberg le, 2008; Telugu et al., 2010; Vackova
et al., 2007). Nonetheless, in some instances, porcine lines have
shown some measure of stemness, including an ability to be
maintained in culture for prolonged periods (Evans et al., 1990), to
form teratomas, and, in one instance, to give rise to chimeras
(Chen et al., 1999). Recently, however, porcine cell lines have
been generated from the embryonic disc of d 10.5-12 pig concep-
tuses that were dependent on ACTIVIN/NODAL signaling but not
on LIF, differentiated into trophoblast and germ cells upon BMP4
treatment, and could give rise to teratomas (Alberio et al., 2010).
These cell lines, like those from human blastocysts, clearly fall into
the primed ESC class and their existence underscores the com-
monality of the FGF2-dependent pluripotent state across very
different species. On the other hand, naïve ESC have proven to be
particularly difficult to establish from ungulate species, including
the pig.

Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC)

The establishment of hESC immediately suggested a potential
use for such cells in regenerative medicine. Although, ethical
concerns preclude many applications of hESC that are feasible
with mESC, the human cells hold enormous therapeutic promise in
tissue repair and replacement, and for gene therapy (Odorico et al.,
2001). Therefore, the reports that mouse fibroblasts (Takahashi
and Yamanaka, 2006) and human somatic cells (Lowry et al.,
2008; Park et al., 2008a; Park et al., 2008b; Takahashi et al., 2007;
Yu et al., 2007) could be re-programmed empirically to a pluripo-
tent state to create induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC), with
properties similar to ESC via introduction of just a handful of
“stemness” genes in retroviral vectors created great excitement, as
such a technology promised the prospect of “personalized” stem
cells with a perfect genetic match to a patient. Over the four years
since the paper describing mouse iPSC (Takahashi and Yamanaka,
2006), there have been numerous reports describing improved
vectors to minimize the expression of the re-programming genes
in the re-programmed cells, a widened range of differentiated cells
that can be converted to iPSC, means of improving the efficiency
of the technology through new combinations of genes and pharma-
cological agents, and better protocols for driving differentiation of
the iPSC along specific lineages (Cox and Rizzino, 2010; Kiskinis
and Eggan, 2010; Shao and Wu, 2010). Reprogramming proce-
dures developed for mouse and human cells have also been
adapted to an increasingly broad spectrum of species, including
swine (Esteban et al., 2009; Ezashi et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2009).
Curiously, derivation of iPSC by using the general Takahashi and
Yanamaka reprogramming approach yields either naïve or primed
stemness states and not both, depending on the species. For
example, mouse iPSC tend to have the general properties of naïve
state ESC, while human iPSC and all the porcine lines so far
reported have features of the primed state.

Although nuclear reprogramming per se is not an entirely novel
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concept, since it can be accomplished by fusion of somatic cells
with ESC (somatic-stem cell hybrid) (Cowan et al., 2005; Do and
Scholer, 2004; Tada et al., 2001) and also by somatic cell nuclear
transfer into an enucleated egg (Briggs and King, 1952; Gurdon et
al., 1985; Wilmut et al., 1997), advances achieved in the generation
of iPSC are beginning to provide insights into the genetic and
epigenetic underpinnings of the process, making it a less empirical
practice (Hanna et al., 2009b, Sridharan et al., 2009). Appreciation
of the biochemical networks maintaining the pluripotent state and
the application of pharmacological agents, especially inhibitors of
intracellular signaling pathways, has spearheaded successful at-
tempts to derive naïve, LIF-dependent stem cell lines from previ-
ously “difficult” species, e.g. rats, human (Buehr et al., 2008; Li et
al., 2008) and non-permissive mouse strains, such as NOD (Hanna
et al., 2009a). In this paper, we describe the establishment of two
kinds of porcine (p) iPSC from embryonic fibroblasts, one analo-
gous to FGF2-dependent hESC, and the other to LIF-dependent
mESC.

We foresee a considerable value in the use of piPSC for
investigating safety and efficacy of tissue regeneration-based

medicine before such technologies are used to treat humans. The
pig, with its relatively long lifespan, is similar in body size, organ
physiology, and morphology to the human making it ideal for
investigating long term effects of transplantation therapies. It also
provides a much cheaper and publicly acceptable alternative to
primates (Brevini et al., 2007; Hall, 2008; Roberts et al., 2009b,
Vackova et al., 2007).

Induced porcine pluripotent stem cells analogous to
FGF2-dependent primed ESC

Through use of the classical combination of OCT4 (POU5F1)/
SOX2/KLF4/c-MYC reprogramming factors, and conditions used
to culture hESC, i.e. a feeder layer of irradiated embryonic fibro-
blasts and supplementing the medium with FGF2 and knock-out
serum replacement (KOSR) medium, three independent groups
almost simultaneously described the derivation of piPSC from
somatic cells (Fig. 1A) (Esteban et al., 2009; Ezashi et al., 2009;
Wu et al., 2009). Barring a few exceptions, the piPSC from all
three groups displayed almost identical phenotypes. For ex-
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are alkaline phosphatase-positive (C), and the cells are capable of differentiating into embryoid bodies (D). (E) Hierarchical clustering of candidate
piPSC lines analyzed by Porcine Affymetrix microarrays. Note the close clustering of the two PFF lines and the relative variability of three selected
iPSC lines, including ID6. Changes (log2) in transcript concentrations of the ID6 line relative to the starting PFF cells were analyzed for significance
(* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01). Note the up-regulation of porcine pluripotency genes in the reprogrammed cells (in blue), but the down-regulation of
endogenous KLF4 and c-MYC (in red). (F) Immunofluorescence analysis confirms the expression of OCT4 (POU5F1), SOX2 and NANOG in the ID6
cell line [Bar, 100 m]. (G) Teratoma derived from one of the representative piPSC lines (ID6) revealed a contribution to all the three germ layers. All
data are from Ezashi, et al.(Ezashi et al., 2009) with permission from Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA.

Fig. 1. Porcine iPSC lines derived from porcine fetal fibroblasts (PFF).

(A) Phase contrast image of PFF founder cells. (B) Representative piPSC
colony resembling primed ESC following reprogramming of PFF. Such
colonies begin to form ~ 3 weeks following viral infection. The colonies
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ample, the colonies in each case resembled those of hESC, i.e.
they were flattened (Fig. 1B), and positive for alkaline phos-
phatase (Fig. 1C). They also expressed genes typically associ-
ated with pluripotency (Fig. 1 E,F), and the cells could form
teratomas in immuno-compromised mice (Fig. 1G).These data
and the culture conditions employed suggest that the default
stemness state for the ungulate iPSC is the primed rather than the
naïve condition.

Transcriptome analysis of the piPSC lines (Ezashi et al., 2009)
(Fig. 1E) revealed the expression of many genes typically asso-
ciated with pluripotency, including OCT4, CDH1, PODXL, LIN28,
GCNF, GNL3, ZFP42, UTF1, TDGF1, ACVR2B, plus some signa-
ture EpiSC genes CLDN6, SAFB, GATA6 (Tesar et al., 2007), and
downregulation of genes characteristic of the naïve state ESC
such as PECAM1 and TBX3. A full characterization by microarray
data was necessarily limited because porcine arrays still remain
poorly annotated and are also probably missing many genes.
Hence, it is not possible at present to comment on the presence
or absence of several other genes in addition to the ones listed
above that are diagnostic of either the primed state, e.g. Nodal,
Otx2, Lefty1&2, Foxa2, Eomes, Dkk1, Sox17, Cer1, or naïve
state, e.g., Dppa3, Dazl, Stra8, Fbx015, Piwil2, Gbx2, in mouse.
Nonetheless, based on the overall phenotype of the cells it seems
reasonable to conclude that all the piPSC so far described are
analogous to FGF2-dependent hESC. However, the necessity for

FGF2 supplementation and reliance on ACTIVIN/NODAL/TGFB
inputs are features that require confirmation. This uncertainty
about FGF2-dependence is especially relevant in view of the fact
that Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2009) were able to maintain the iPSC they
generated without the addition of FGF2, as long as doxycycline,
the inducer of transgene expression was supplemented to the
medium. In addition, the existing confusion surrounding the
presence or absence of carbohydrate markers SSEA1,-3,-4,
TRA-1-60 and TRA-1-81 among the various piPSC needs to be
resolved as well (Roberts et al., 2009b).

In addition to the possible lack of FGF2-dependency of the
piPSC, a recent report suggests that such cells, unlike mEpiSC,
can give rise to chimeras with apparent high efficiency (West et
al., 2010). These iPSC were derived from mesenchymal stem
cells of bone marrow by expressing a combination of six genes,
which included NANOG and LIN28 in addition to the usual four.
The resulting colonies were cultured on FGF2-supplemented
medium, although dependency on the growth factor was not
examined. When the cells were injected into d 4.5 in vivo derived
embryos and these embryos transferred to surrogate dams, the
iPSC contributed to 29 of 34 live piglets as judged by analysis of
ear and tail DNA. Of the 9 fetuses examined in the 2nd trimester
of gestation, all demonstrated chimerism in a wide range of
tissues representing the three germ layers, as well as in the
gonads and the placentae. The expression in placenta marks a

B C

AFig. 2. Derivation of piPSC analo-

gous to naïve ESC by using episo-

mal plasmids. (A) Schematic outlin-
ing the episomal plasmids carrying a
combination of human reprogram-
ming factors (Yu et al., 2009) in addi-
tion to a mouse c-Myc expression
plasmid (Okita et al., 2008), and the
general experimental protocol are
shown. An expanded illustration of
one of the episomal vectors is also
displayed. All the episomal vectors
consist of a combination of OCT4
(POU5F1) and SOX2 separated by an
IRES2 site (O2S), followed by combi-
nations of c-MYC and KLF4 (M2K),
NANOG and LIN-28 (N2L) and T-anti-
gen and KLF4 (T2K), each also sepa-
rated by IRES2 site. In the insert,
EBNA1 represents the Epstein-Barr
nuclear antigen 1 site; OriP is origin
of replication and pA is a polyadeny-
lation signal. While all the episomal
plasmids are driven by the EF1 pro-
moter, the constitutive mouse c-Myc
is driven by a CAG promoter. All
plasmids were obtained from
Addgene. One million porcine fetal
fibroblasts expressing green fluores-
cent protein (GFP-PFF) were
nucleofected twice on d 1 and d 4
after passage by using the NHDF nucleofection kit (Lonza). Following the second nucleofection, the cells were plated onto mouse embryonic fibroblast
(MEF) feeders and maintained on a modified LIF-based 2i medium (PD/CH) and supplemented with 1 M valproic acid (VPA) for 2 weeks. On d 30 putative
colonies were picked for further expansion and culture. (B) RT-PCR analysis of cDNA from respective piPS clones II, IV and XV with primers described
previously (Ezashi et al., 2009). ID6, a piPS clone described in Fig.1 was used as a positive control. Also analyzed were the hESC line,H7, PFF, and MEF.
A no-RT and no-template (blank) controls were utilized to demonstrate porcine specific expression of pluripotent genes. (C) Typical iPS colony before
and after alkaline phosphatase (AP) staining. The markings represent the sections of the colony used for propagation before AP staining.
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departure from the accepted paradigm that “true” ESC do not
contribute to the placenta (Niwa et al., 2005). It seems possible
that the use of primed state piPSC, which have an inherent
susceptibility for spontaneous differentiation into trophoblast
(Ezashi et al., 2005), could be one of the potential reasons for the
contribution to the placenta. Finally, if germline transmission from
the chimeric offspring can be demonstrated, another widely
accepted paradigm about the nature of the primed state will have
been overturned.

Induced porcine pluripotent stem cells analogous to
LIF-dependent, naïve ESC

This laboratory became interested in creating naïve piPSC for
a number of reasons. First we inferred, now possibly incorrectly
in view of the publication by West et al. (West et al., 2010), that
they would contribute to chimeras more easily than primed iPSC.
Second, we reasoned that such cells would be simpler to propa-
gate and manipulate genetically than their primed counterparts.

Our approach has been based on the strategies used to generate
LIF-dependent naïve ESC from blastocysts of rat (Buehr et al.,
2008), a proverbial “non-permissive species”, by supplementing
the medium with two protein kinase inhibitors (so-called “2i”
medium). One of these, PD0325901 (PD), blocks the mitogen-
activated protein kinase (ERK) pathway, while the second
CHIR99021 (CH), targets glycogen synthase kinase-3beta (GSK-
3B). The resulting lines were validated as ESC by both in vitro and
in vivo pluripotency criteria, and their cells could contribute to
germ-line competent chimeras. The same inhibitor combination
was later demonstrated to increase the efficiency of iPSC genera-
tion (Li et al., 2009). Pharmacological interventions that activate
the pathways directed by c-MYC (Marson et al., 2008) and KLF4
(Lyssiotis et al., 2009), namely CH, a component of 2i-medium
described above, and kenpaullone (KP), which is a selective
inhibitor of GSK-3B and cyclin B/CDK1 (Lyssiotis et al., 2009) also
aided the creation of ESC from “difficult” mouse strains, such as
NOD. Based on these results, we hypothesized that it would also
be possible to derive piPSC by applying similar modifications to

A        B

C

D

Fig. 3. Characteristics of

“naïve” piPSC. (A) Typi-
cal morphologies of com-
pletely reprogrammed
piPS II on 2i medium, two
(left) and three (right) days
following plating on the
feeder cells [Bar: 200 m].
Note several small, com-
pact and glistening colo-
nies appearing from ap-
parently single cells typi-
cally observed two to three
days following passage.
(B) Fluorescent micro-
scope images of
immunostaining for OCT4
(POU5F1), SOX2, and
phosphorylated STAT3 of
piPS clone II after 3 days
in culture. The colonies
were stained by previously
described reagents and
protocols (Ezashi et al.,
2009) for OCT4 and SOX2.
For phosphorylated STAT3

staining, Phospho-Stat3 (Tyr705) (Cell Signaling) antibody was used at 1:50 dilution alongside OCT4 and SOX2 staining using similar protocols. Note
the specific nuclear localization of OCT4, SOX2 and phosphorylated STAT3 (Red). Nuclear staining was performed by using DAPI (blue) [Bar: 200 m].
(C) Telomerase activity in 0.2 g total protein from three piPSC lines (II, IV and XV) was measured by TRAPeze® Telomerase Detection Kit (Millipore,
MA, USA) (Ezashi et al., 2009). While the telomerase activity is baseline in MEF and GFP-PFF control lines, such activity is higher in the three iPS lines
(II, IV and XV) and comparable to or higher than the activity in the hESC line (H9), but less than that of the FGF2 dependent piPSC line (ID6). (D) Effect
of different inhibitor/medium combinations on the maintenance of a pluripotent state as evaluated by endogenous pOCT4 expression. Two piPSC lines
(II and XV) following 5-Aza treatment for two days were cultured in the LIF-medium containing the kinase inhibitors in four different combinations,
PD/CH, KP/CH, PD/KP/CH (3i), and 3i + A83-01 for four passages before harvesting RNA for quantification of endogenous OCT4 levels by real time
RT-PCR (Ezashi et al., 2009). The inhibitors were used at the indicated concentrations: PD (PD0325901; Stemgent, USA) 1 M; CH (CHIR99021;
Stemgent, USA) 3 M; KP (Kenpaullone; Sigma, USA) 5 M; and A83-01 (Tocris Bioscience, USA) 1 M. Two previously characterized primed lines
cultured on the FGF2 medium (IC1 and ID6, Fig.1) were also included for comparison. The values represent fold change compared to PFF. Of all the
inhibitor combinations tested, PD/CH preserved highest expression of endogenous OCT4 in both the lines examined. Interestingly, such expression,
although comparable to that of one of FGF2-dependent iPSC line (IC1), is less than one-tenth the expression of the other (ID6).
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dogenous pluripotent genes (Fig. 2B), and displayed high
telomerase activity (Fig. 3C), tolerance to dissociation by trypsin
and passage as single cells, plus a relatively short cell cycle interval
(13 h for line XV). The cultures showed no signs of senescence
over 30 passages (approximately 160 doublings) and appeared to
be pluripotent as evident by their ability to form teratomas (Fig. 4).

However, all the clonal lines we have examined so far showed
either signs of vector integration or persistence of episomal plas-
mids as evident by the amplification of vector based EBNA by
genomic PCR (data not shown). In addition, upon passage, a
considerable proportion of the cells routinely failed to form the three
dimensional compact colonies evident in mESC and, instead,
retained a somewhat loose granular phenotype. We hypothesized
that our approach had failed to overcome the methylation barrier
needed for complete reprogramming in these loosely clustered
cells (Mikkelsen et al., 2008). Accordingly, after the initial repro-
gramming steps, the colonies were cultured for 2 days in the
presence of 5-azacytidine (5-Aza; Sigma; 0.5 M), a DNA methyl
transferase inhibitor that inhibits de novo DNA methylation
(Christman, 2002) and that increases the number of SSEA1
positive cells in naïve miPSC (Mikkelsen et al., 2008). Following 5-
Aza treatment and in the presence of different combinations of
inhibitors listed below for four passages, there was a complete loss
of the loose granular cells, a marked improvement in colony
morphology to resemble the naïve mESC type (Fig. 3 A,B) and
relatively high expression of endogenous OCT4 at the mRNA level
(Fig. 3D) and overall OCT4 at the protein levels (Fig. 3B). These
cells also stained positively for SSEA1 and SSEA4, but not for
SSEA3 (data not shown). Other combinations of inhibitors, e.g. KP/
CH, KP/CH/PD (3i), and 3i plus A-83-01, an ALK5 inhibitor (4i) were
less effective than 2i (PD/CH) (Fig. 3D) in maintaining endogenous
OCT4 expression. Accordingly, we now routinely employ 5-Aza
along with PD/CH in our reprogramming protocols. Curiously, the
lines with the naïve iPSC phenotype contained less than 10 % of
OCT4 mRNA noted in a candidate primed ESC line (ID6) (Fig. 3D),

Fig. 4. Hematoxylin- and eosin-stained sections of formaldehyde-

fixed teratoma tissue derived from piPSC, clone II, transplanted

subcutaneously in a NOD-SCID mouse and grown for 12 weeks. (A),
Two mesodermal origin tissues, cartilage (*) and smooth muscle tissue
(#) and neural epithelium (%) (ectoderm) can be observed. (B) cartilage
tissue (C) Neuronal epithelium and (D) epithelium with brush border
(endoderm). Bars: 200 m in (A,B); 100 m in (C,D).

the culture medium.
The same porcine fetal fibroblasts expressing enhanced GFP

(GFP-PFF) previously employed to generate primed piPSC (Ezashi
et al., 2009) were reprogrammed by means of episomal rather than
integrating lentiviral vectors according to the methodology outlined
by Yu et al. (Yu et al., 2009). The episomal plasmids contain an
EBNA1-based origin of replication which facilitates maintenance of
the plasmid as an extra-chromosomal component replicating once
for every round of cell division as long as antibiotic selection is
maintained. The advantage with this approach over the lentiviral
system is that once reprogramming is achieved the plasmids
carrying the reprogramming genes are envisioned to be main-
tained for only a few passages in the absence of antibiotic selec-
tion. The plasmids used for reprogramming (Addgene, MA, USA)
and the general approach are outlined in Fig. 2. GFP-PFF (106)
were transfected by nucleofection twice (on d 1 and d 4 after
passage) by using the NHDF nucleofection kit (Lonza, Basel,
Switzerland). The cells were subsequently plated onto irradiated
MEF feeders and maintained on a modified LIF-based 2i medium
(DMEM-F12; 20 % KOSR;1 M PD; 3 M CH; 250 units of hLIF/ml)
(Hanna et al., 2009a). In addition, 1 M of VPA, a histone deacetylase
inhibitor, was also included to promote reprogramming (Huangfu et
al., 2008). Following 10 days on the MEF (d14), the transfected
cells were dissociated with TrypLE (Invitrogen, CA, USA) and
plated onto a new feeder plate. Thirty days after the first
nucleofection, 18 alkaline phosphatase positive colonies appeared
on the plate (Fig. 2C). After initial characterization for expression
of endogenous pluripotent genes, three colonies, designated II, IV
and XV, representing the order in which they were picked, were
selected for further characterization. These cells possessed all the
hallmarks of reprogrammed cells, including the activation of en-

A       B

C       D

Fig. 5. Dependence

of iPSC phenotype

on LIF. Cell line XV
was cultured in me-
dium containing three
concentrations of
hLIF (200, 100 and 50
units/ ml, respec-

tively) and in the total absence of LIF for two passages. Overt signs of
differentiation and the loss of compact colony morphology are evident as
LIF concentration is reduced, and is more pronounced in the absence of
LIF. Since, the LIFR heterodimer Gp130 can signal and support STAT3
activation, through binding of ligands such as IL6, the effect of the JAK1
inhibitor (1 M) (JAK inhibitor 1, Calbiochem) was also examined. Its
presence resulted in a more pronounced differentiation of the iPS cells
than that observed in the absence of LIF alone. Bar, 200 m.
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which was described in our original publication (Ezashi et al.,
2009). Additionally, the colonies are LIF-dependent as evident by
the nuclear localization of phosphorylated STAT3 (Fig. 3B) (Davey
et al., 2007). Upon LIF withdrawal over two successive passages,
the colonies displayed overt signs of differentiation with the loss of
compact colony morphology (Fig. 5). The differentiation is much
more pronounced with the inclusion of JAK1 inhibitor (1 M,JAK
inhibitor 1,Calbiochem, NJ, USA), which prevents residual phos-
phorylation of STAT3 via LIFR heterodimer Gp130 (Davey et al.,
2007) (Fig. 5). Currently, the ability of these cells to form chimeras
is being tested.

Conclusions

Standard reprogramming approaches with pig embryonic fibro-
blasts as the targeted starter population give rise to iPSC of the
epiblast/primed type, although the dependency of the derived cell
lines on FGF2 remains questionable. It also appears clear that, by
combining the use of exogenous reprogramming transgenes,
overcoming methylation barriers, and culturing the cells with ap-
propriate protein kinase inhibitors, it is possible to generate naïve
iPSC. Our use of a plasmid-based approach to reprogram the cells
was based on the assumption that we would be able to identify
colonies that did not show enduring expression of the reprogram-
ming genes. However, such loss of transgene expression was not
observed, suggesting that there was either integration of plasmid
DNA into the host genome or persistence of plasmid DNA as an
episomal fraction over extended passage. Fortunately, this unin-
tended consequence of nucleofection with the episomal plasmids,
may have actually led to a favorable outcome, which might not have
been achieved if expression of the transgenes had been short-
lived. For example, in the non-permissive mouse strain, (e.g.,
NOD), (Hanna et al., 2009a), and with human somatic cells (Hanna
et al., 2010), it is necessary to maintain upregulated expression of
KLF4 either alone or in combination with KLF2/POU5F1 respec-
tively, not only to achieve the naïve state but also to preserve it.

 More recently we have resorted to lentiviral vectors containing
doxcycline-inducible, floxed polycistronic gene inserts rather than
plasmid-based vectors, because of the latter's relative inefficient
reprogramming rate (Okita et al., 2008). Such lentiviral vectors,
although integrating, permit stringent control over expression,
allow deletion of the genes after reprogramming, and reduce the
number of integrations into host cell DNA. Their use, therefore,
should assuage some of the concerns associated with the original
lentiviral approach. Preliminary experiments indicate that such
vectors, in combination with the 2i approach, can be used to
produce naïve piPSC relatively efficiently.
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